All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec005}
============

In recent years e-health interventions have become increasingly popular in medical care \[[@pone.0158612.ref001]; [@pone.0158612.ref002]\].

On the one hand this is because there is a growing demand for electronic technologies in society; the development of these technologies gives people the opportunity to get information and to self-manage all type of activities in daily living, including their health \[[@pone.0158612.ref003]\]. On the other hand, e-health may also prove to be of great benefit to health care. It may help to deliver more patient centered care and to involve patients more in their own treatment. Better patient engagement is a crucial factor for improving quality of care and can lead to increased patient safety. It has the potential to motivate people and to turn them into more active and effective managers of their own health \[[@pone.0158612.ref004]\]. For this reason, also in peri-operative care e-health interventions are broadly applied \[[@pone.0158612.ref005]; [@pone.0158612.ref006]\]. They are used pre-operatively with the aim to prepare patients in the best possible manner for surgery or to speed up recovery post-operatively \[[@pone.0158612.ref007]--[@pone.0158612.ref009]\]. Educational or supportive websites are frequently used to suit this purpose. In addition, many e-health interventions are used intra-operatively, for example tools to assist the surgeon during surgery or simulation interventions for educating trainee surgeons \[[@pone.0158612.ref010]; [@pone.0158612.ref011]\]. Finally in the post-operative course e-health devices or programs are broadly applied to assist patients in their recovery process \[[@pone.0158612.ref012]; [@pone.0158612.ref013]\]. This is also delivered by educational or supportive websites, but several other types of e-health interventions have been developed. For example, telemonitoring, in which patients are monitored from a distance, or telerehabilitation in which patients are supported by e-health devices in their recovery process instead of within a rehabilitation center or physiotherapy sessions in a conventional way. Finally e-consultations rather than the standard postoperative consults are applied.

E-health interventions focusing on recovery are an important topic since literature shows that recovery after surgery takes much longer than expected \[[@pone.0158612.ref014]--[@pone.0158612.ref017]\]. Given the growing number of surgeries per year, it is important that we find a way to support these patients in their recovery process. There are two different reasons to use e-health in perioperative care. The first one is to optimise the recovery process by providing additional care. This is evaluated by patient-related outcome measures such as satisfaction, pain or functioning. Another reason to apply e-health interventions is to substitute the usual care by some form of e-health, with the aim of delivering more efficient care. This is evaluated by outcome measures such as costs or health care usage.

Many studies have been carried out to evaluate the potential benefit of e-health interventions on the postoperative course, focusing on a wide range of surgery types, interventions and outcome measures. However, until now, no systematic review of these e-health interventions has been carried out to report the effectiveness of these types of mediation compared to more conventional perioperative care. Therefore we conducted a systematic review with the objective to evaluate the effect of perioperative e-health interventions on the postoperative course including both randomised and non-randomised controlled trials.

Methods {#sec006}
=======

We conducted a systematic review in accordance to the Prisma guidelines \[[@pone.0158612.ref018]\]. No protocol was registered in advance.

Eligibility Criteria {#sec007}
--------------------

Studies fulfilling the following inclusion criteria were included.

### Type of Studies {#sec008}

We included controlled studies, containing both randomised and non-randomised comparative studies. Studies which did not include a control group drawn from the same population were excluded. The studies must have been written in English.

### Type of Participants {#sec009}

Participants of 18 years and older, undergoing any type of surgery were considered.

### Type of Interventions {#sec010}

Studies were included if they evaluated any type of e-health interventions. We used the definition of e-health which was defined by Paglari et al: "eHealth is an emerging field of medical informatics, referring to the organization and delivery of health services and information using the Internet and related technologies" \[[@pone.0158612.ref019]\]. We defined related technologies as modern technologies such as mobile apps or tele-monitoring. Interventions consisting of audiotapes or telephone calls were not considered. We only included studies in which the intervention started before surgery or within the four weeks after surgery.

### Type of Outcome Measures {#sec011}

We counted studies with all types of patient-related outcome measures, including costs, with a focus on the period after surgery. Health outcomes specific for the type of surgery, and outcome measures related to knowledge or education were not considered.

Information Sources {#sec012}
-------------------

A systematic literature search was performed by RO and EM in the bibliographic databases PubMed, Embase.com, the Cochrane Library (via Wiley) and CINAHL (via EBSCO) from inception until the 2^nd^ of December 2015.

Search {#sec013}
------

Search terms expressing e-health were used in 'AND' combination with search terms comprising the operative period. Search terms included controlled terms (e.g. MeSH in PubMed and Emtree in Embase) as well as free text terms. We used free text terms only in The Cochrane Library. The full search strategies for all the databases can be found in [S1 Text](#pone.0158612.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The selected studies were checked for related citations in PubMed and cross-references.

Study Selection {#sec014}
---------------

Two reviewers (EM and FS) independently screened the records that were produced in the search. First, titles were screened according to the inclusion criteria. Second, the abstracts of the remaining records were screened for inclusion. The full text of the remaining articles was reviewed by both reviewers. Hereafter a third reviewer (JA) was consulted when there was disagreement about the in- or exclusion of articles by the first two reviewers. The final decision was based on consensus between the three reviewers. When articles were identified that reported the same study, initially only the parent study was included. The articles were included as separate articles when relevant outcome measures were reported or when subgroup analyses were carried out which reported results which were in line with the aim of this review.

Data Collection Process {#sec015}
-----------------------

One reviewer (EM) extracted the data using a data extraction form which was developed by the authors, based on the Cochrane Consumers and communication Review Group's data extraction template \[[@pone.0158612.ref020]\]. A second reviewer (FS) checked the extracted data. Disagreements were discussed and when necessary a third reviewer (JA) was consulted. Authors were contacted in the case of missing data.

Data Items {#sec016}
----------

Data were extracted from each included study on: 1) specific study characteristics (authors, year of publication, geographic location, study design and number of participants) 2) characteristics of the study participants (in- and exclusion criteria, reason for surgery (benign or malign), type of surgery, age, gender) 3) type of intervention (type, moment of commencement (before surgery, during hospitalisation or during or shortly after discharge), duration of the intervention) 4) type of control group and 5) outcome (type of outcome measure, methods of assessing outcome measures, timing of assessing outcome measures, follow-up duration)

Assessment of Risk of Bias in Included Studies {#sec017}
----------------------------------------------

Risk of bias of the individual studies was assessed by using the Downs and Black scoring system \[[@pone.0158612.ref021]\]. This item scoring list was adapted slightly by the authors of this review, in a similar way to previous reviews. ([S1 Form](#pone.0158612.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pone.0158612.ref022]; [@pone.0158612.ref023]\]. We changed the answering options of item 27 'Did the study have sufficient power to detect a clinically important effect where the probability value for a difference being due to chance is less than 5%?'. We defined the answering options as 'Yes' when a power calculation was performed and there was sufficient power, 'No' when a power calculation was performed, but the power was not reached or a subsample was drawn from another study and 'UTD' when there was no report of a power calculation. The maximum score for this adapted list was 27 points Two reviewers (EM and FS) independently judged the risk of bias of the included studies. Furthermore, the two reviewers discussed about the items which were not judged the same, until they reached consensus. We defined the following three quality score classifications; good (21--27), fair (14--20) and poor (lower than 14).

Quantitative Analysis {#sec018}
---------------------

Due to heterogeneity in terms of type of surgery, type of intervention, type of outcome measures and study design it was not possible to conduct a meta-analysis. Instead, we aimed to present a descriptive overview of the different studies including their characteristics and results.

Results {#sec019}
=======

Results of the Search {#sec020}
---------------------

The literature search yielded 3779 records ([Fig 1](#pone.0158612.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Seven additional articles were identified by screening the selected studies for cross-references and related citations in Pubmed. Duplicates were removed and the titles of the remaining 2633 records were screened. After reviewing the abstracts of the remaining articles, 189 records were excluded because they did not meet the inclusion criteria. The full text of the remaining 81 articles was examined, which resulted in 33 articles fulfilling the inclusion criteria of this review, reporting on 27 unique studies (six articles reported other outcome measures or subgroup analyses of one of the included studies).

![Prisma Flow diagram.](pone.0158612.g001){#pone.0158612.g001}

Study Characteristics ([Table 1](#pone.0158612.t001){ref-type="table"}) {#sec021}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

### Design of the Included Studies {#sec022}

Of the 27 included studies, most studies (n = 22) were randomised controlled trials; of these trials three had a non-inferiority design. The remaining five studies were prospective or retrospective controlled studies. Almost all studies had two arms, (intervention and control) except for one study with three arms \[[@pone.0158612.ref024]\]. Duration of follow-up varied from 24 hours \[[@pone.0158612.ref025]\] up to 12 months \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]\]. Studies were executed in 12 different countries; most of them in the USA (n = 11), followed by four in Canada. The mean number of participants per study was 130 (range 22--379) \[[@pone.0158612.ref027]; [@pone.0158612.ref028]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0158612.t001

###### Study characteristics.

![](pone.0158612.t001){#pone.0158612.t001g}

  --------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
  **Study characteristics**                           **Patients**                              **Intervention**                               **Control**   **Outcome**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  **ID**                                              **Design**                                **Type of surgery**                            **N**         **Description of the intervention**                                                                                                                                                                  **Aim** [^**1**^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   **Start of the intervention**          **Control group**                             **Type of outcome measure**                                                                                                                                                                  **Follow-up until**                          **Quality score** [^**2**^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   **Result** [^***3***^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}
  *Education or supportive website or device (ESW)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  Neary et al, 2010 \[[@pone.0158612.ref025]\]        RCT                                       Minimally invasive para-thyroidectomy          64            Website with a clear stepwise description of the expected clinical course. Including the possibility to request more information or to get in contact with a member of the surgical team by e-mail   A                                                    Before surgery                         Standard website with limited information     1\. Anxiety 2. Postoperative pain3. Analgesia requirements 4. Satisfaction with capacity to consent 5. Satisfaction with the intervention                                                    24h following surgery                        24                                                             x
  Vonk et al, 2014 \[[@pone.0158612.ref032]\]         RCT                                       Laparoscopic adnexal surgery or hysterectomy   215           Website with recovery instructions, tools to improve communication with care providers and to identify recovery problems                                                                             A                                                    Before surgery                         Placebo website                               1\. Return to work 2. Pain3. Quality of life 4. Recovery                                                                                                                                     26 weeks after surgery                       25                                                             \+
  Martorella et al, 2012 \[[@pone.0158612.ref037]\]   RCT                                       Cardiac surgery                                60            Web-based nursing intervention (including a preoperative web-based session, 2 face-to-face postoperative sessions and it generates messages according to patients\' beliefs and attitudes)           A                                                    A few days or the day before surgery   Usual care                                    1\. Pain intensity 2.Pain interference with daily activities 3.Patients pain barriers 4.Tendency to catastrophe pain 5. Analgesic consumption                                                7 days after surgery                         24                                                             \+
  Yin et al, 2015 \[[@pone.0158612.ref040]\]          RCT                                       Knee arthroscopy                               64            Web based multimedia tutorial in addition to standard counselling. Including anatomy, pathology, and general perioperative instructions.                                                             A                                                    Before surgery                         Usual care (standard pre-operative visit)     1\. Satisfaction with overall treatment 2. Satisfaction with the intervention 3. Anxiety 4. Knowledge                                                                                        First postoperative visit                    22                                                             \+
  Heikkinen et al, 2012 \[[@pone.0158612.ref008]\]    RCT                                       Shoulder or knee arthroscopy                   147           Internet based patient education program (Containing instructions for preparing for surgery, follow-up care and financial aspects)                                                                   S                                                    Before surgery                         Face to face education with a nurse           1\. Symptoms during the surgical process 2.*Costs [\*\*\*](#t001fn006){ref-type="table-fn"} 3. Emotions [\*\*\*\*](#t001fn007){ref-type="table-fn"}*                                         4 weeks after surgery                        21                                                             x
  Miller et al, 2007 \[[@pone.0158612.ref038]\]       RCT                                       Coronary artery bypass graft surgery           49            Daily sessions with a telehealth device (focussing on assessment of symptoms, strategies to manage reported symptoms and education)                                                                  A                                                    Discharge                              Usual care                                    1\. Physical functioning 2. Physical activities 3. Psychosocial functioning                                                                                                                  3 months after discharge                     18                                                             x
  Zimmerman et al, 2004 \[[@pone.0158612.ref039]\]    RCT                                       Coronary artery bypass graft surgery           45            Daily sessions with a telehealth device (provides health related information and recommendations related to management of recovery)                                                                  A                                                    Discharge                              Routine care                                  1\. Symptom experience 2. Postoperative problems                                                                                                                                             6 months after discharge                     16                                                             \+
  Barnason et al, 2003 \[[@pone.0158612.ref034]\]     RCT                                       Coronary artery bypass graft surgery           35            Daily sessions with a telehealth device (provides strategies to manage symptoms, education and positive reinforcement)                                                                               A                                                    Discharge                              Routine care                                  1\. Self-efficacy 2. Cardiovascular risk factor modification adherence 3.Functional status                                                                                                   3 months                                     15                                                             \+
  Barnason et al, 2006 \[[@pone.0158612.ref033]\]     RCT                                       Coronary artery bypass graft surgery           50            Daily sessions with a telehealth device (provides strategies to manage symptoms, education on the recovery process and positive reinforcement)                                                       A                                                    Discharge                              Home health care                              1\. Physiologic and psychosocial functioning 2. Postoperative problems 3. Health care use                                                                                                    3 months                                     15                                                             \+
  Barnason et al, 2009 \[[@pone.0158612.ref035]\]     RCT                                       Coronary artery bypass surgery                 232           Daily sessions with a telehealth device (provides strategies to address commonly occurring symptoms experienced after recovery)                                                                      A                                                    Discharge                              Usual care                                    1\. Physiologic and psychosocial functioning 2. Physical activities 3. Health care use 4. *Costs[\*](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"} 5. Symptoms [\*\*](#t001fn005){ref-type="table-fn"}*   6 months after discharge                     18                                                             \- +
  Brink et al, 2007 \[[@pone.0158612.ref029]\]        Prospec-tive con-trolled trial            Head and neck cancer surgery                   184           Electronic health information support system (patients could communicate, get access to information and could be monitored at home)                                                                  A                                                    Discharge                              Usual care                                    1\. Quality of life                                                                                                                                                                          3 months after discharge                     17                                                             \+
  Goldsmith et al, 1999 \[[@pone.0158612.ref036]\]    RCT                                       Ambulatory surgery                             195           Access to the pain management section of the ambulatory surgery nursing website                                                                                                                      A                                                    Before surgery                         Website without a pain management section     1\. Postoperative pain score (VRS)                                                                                                                                                           Questionnaire was sent home upon discharge   14                                                             \+
  *Telemonitoring (TM)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  Ellison et al, 2007 \[[@pone.0158612.ref031]\]      RCT                                       Urologic procedures                            270           Daily robotic telerounding bedside visits                                                                                                                                                            S                                                    Direct after surgery                   Standard daily bedside rounds                 1\. Postoperative patient morbidity 2. Hospital length of stay 3. Satisfaction with hospitalization                                                                                          2 weeks after discharge                      23                                                             x
  **Study characteristics**                           **Patients**                              **Intervention**                               **Control**   **Outcome**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  **ID**                                              **Design**                                **Type of surgery**                            **n**         **Description of the intervention**                                                                                                                                                                  **Aim** [^**1**^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   **Start of the intervention**          **Control group**                             **Type of outcome measure**                                                                                                                                                                  **Follow-up until**                          **Quality score** [^**2**^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   **Result** [^***3***^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Keeping et al, 2013 \[[@pone.0158612.ref043]\]      RCT                                       Coronary artery bypass graft surgery           182           Telehealth follow-up; audio-video sessions during the first week after discharge                                                                                                                     A                                                    Discharge                              Usual care                                    1\. Anxiety levels for patients and caregivers 2. Depressive symptoms 3. Health care utilization                                                                                             3 weeks after discharge                      23                                                             \+
  Ellison et al, 2004 \[[@pone.0158612.ref024]\]      RCT (three armed)                         Urologic procedures                            85            1: Daily bedside rounds and an additional telerounding visit once daily. 2: substitution of the bedside round on postoperative day 2 with a telerounding visit                                       1\. A 2. S                                           First post-operative day               Standard once daily bedside rounds            1\. Patient satisfaction with post-operative care                                                                                                                                            2 weeks after discharge                      21                                                             \+
  Halimi et al, 2008 \[[@pone.0158612.ref028]\]       Non-inferiority RCT                       Pacemaker implantation                         379           Enhanced discharge, followed by home monitoring. In the event of a device dysfunction or clinical event, the investigator was notified                                                               S                                                    Discharge                              Discharge on the basis of usual care          1\. (Major) Adverse events 2.Non major adverse events (NMAE) 3. Duration of hospital stay 4. Quality of life 5. Costs                                                                        4 weeks                                      22                                                             \+
  Pombo et al, 2013 \[[@pone.0158612.ref042]\]        RCT                                       Ambulatory surgery                             32            A daily electronic pain diary to assess self-reported pain                                                                                                                                           A                                                    Direct after surgery                   Usual care                                    1\. Pain intensity 2.Compliance                                                                                                                                                              5 days                                       19                                                             x
  Cleeland et al, 2011 \[[@pone.0158612.ref030]\]     RCT                                       Thoracic surgery for lung cancer               100           At-home symptom monitoring by automated telephone calls. An alert was forwarded to the clinical team if any a subset of symptoms reached a severity threshold.                                       A                                                    Discharge                              Automated telephone calls without alerts      1\. Symptoms 2. Reduction in symptom threshold events 3. Patient satisfaction 4. Satisfaction with the intervention                                                                          4 weeks after discharge                      15                                                             \+
  Gandsas et al, 2007 \[[@pone.0158612.ref044]\]      Retro-spective review                     Laparoscopic gastric bypass surgery            376           Robotic bedside rounds in addition to standard bedside rounds                                                                                                                                        A                                                    Direct after surgery                   Standard bedside rounds                       1\. Duration of hospital stay 2. Readmission rate 3. Costs                                                                                                                                   ?                                            12                                                             x
  Stomberg et al, 2012 \[[@pone.0158612.ref041]\]     RCT (pilot)                               Cholecystec-tomy and hysterectomy              40            Pain assessment by a mobile phone support system                                                                                                                                                     S                                                    The day of surgery                     Paper based pain assessment                   1\. Pains scores 2.Satisfaction with the intervention                                                                                                                                        6 days                                       10                                                             \-
  *Telerehabilitation (TR)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Piquares et al, 2013 \[[@pone.0158612.ref045]\]     Non-inferiority RCT                       Total knee arthroplasty                        142           Interactive telerehabilitation therapy                                                                                                                                                               S                                                    Discharge                              Conventional rehabilitation program           1\. Active knee extension and flexion 2. Quadriceps muscle strength 3. Hamstring muscle strength 4. Balance and gait 5. Pain 6. WOMAC                                                        3 months after surgery                       24                                                             x
  Russel et al, 2011 \[[@pone.0158612.ref046]\]       Non-inferiority RCT                       Total knee arthroplasty                        65            Rehabilitation through real-time interaction with a physical therapist across an Internet-based telerehabilitation system                                                                            S                                                    One week after discharge               Conventional rehabilitation program           1\. WOMAC 2.Patient specific functional Scale 3. Quality of life 4. Timed up-and-go test 5. Pain 6. Satisfaction with the intervention                                                       6 weeks after surgery                        23                                                             \+
  Erikson et al, 2009 \[[@pone.0158612.ref027]\]      Clinical controlled trial                 Shoulder joint replacement                     22            Physiotherapy under the supervision of a physiotherapist using videoconferencing                                                                                                                     S                                                    Discharge                              Physiotherapy in a conventional way           1\. Length of hospital stay 2. Number of physiotherapy sessions 3. Pain 4. Range of motion 5. Shoulder function 6. Shoulder condition 7. Health related quality of life                      8 weeks after discharge                      20                                                             \+
  Tousignant et al, 2015 \[[@pone.0158612.ref048]\]   RCT                                       Total knee arhroplasty                         197           In home telerehabilitation group                                                                                                                                                                     S                                                    Direct after surgery                   Home visit control group                      1\. Costs                                                                                                                                                                                    4 months                                     18                                                             \+
  Tousignant et al, 2011 \[[@pone.0158612.ref047]\]   RCT                                       Total knee arthroplasty                        48            Telerehabilitation: videoconferencing with remote-controlled cameras                                                                                                                                 S                                                    Discharge                              Usual care                                    1\. Range of motion 2.Balance 3. Lower body strength 4.Knee function 5. Locomotor performance in walking 6.Functional autonomy 7. Quality of life                                            3 months after discharge                     17                                                             x
  Kortke et al, 2006 \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]\]       Open clinical study                       Cardiac surgery                                170           Ambulant rehabilitation using telemedicine                                                                                                                                                           S                                                    Discharge                              Rehabilitation in a rehabilitation hospital   1\. Maximal physical performance 2. Quality of life 3. Complications 4. Costs                                                                                                                12 months after surgery                      14                                                             \+
  **Study characteristics**                           **Patients**                              **Intervention**                               **Control**   **Outcome**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  **ID**                                              **Design**                                **Type of surgery**                            **n**         **Description of the intervention**                                                                                                                                                                  **Aim** [^**1**^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   **Start of the intervention**          **Control group**                             **Type of outcome measure**                                                                                                                                                                  **Follow-up until**                          **Quality score** [^**2**^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   **Result** [^***3***^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}
  *Teleconsultation (TC)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  Zahlman et al, 2002\[[@pone.0158612.ref049]\]       Histori-cally controlled investi-gation   Cataract surgery                               62            One asynchronous and one synchronous teleconsultation with the surgeon to make the decision whether or not to perform surgery                                                                        S                                                    Before surgery                         Usual care                                    1\. Satisfaction with overall treatment 2.Number of visits to the surgeon\'s office 3.Duration of consultations                                                                              Referral back to the ophtal-mologist         8                                                              \+
  --------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------

1: A = the aim of the intervention is to deliver additional care; S = aim of the intervention is to (partly) substitute standard care

2: Quality score classification: good (21--26) fair (14--20); poor (lower than 14)

3: + = significant difference in favour of the intervention group regarding at least one outcome measure;--- = significant difference in favour of the control group regarding one outcome measure; x = no significant difference between groups regarding all outcome measures

\* Reported in a sub analysis in Young 2012

\*\* Reported in a sub analysis in Zimmerman 2007

\*\*\* Reported in Heikinen 2011

\*\*\*\* Reported in Heikinen 2012

### Participants {#sec023}

Most studies (n = 9) included patients undergoing cardiac surgery, accompanied by seven studies which involved orthopaedic surgery. The indication for surgery was in most studies benign (n = 23); only two studies included patients undergoing surgery because of a malignant indication only \[[@pone.0158612.ref029]; [@pone.0158612.ref030]\] and two studies included both \[[@pone.0158612.ref024]; [@pone.0158612.ref031]\]. The mean age of the participants varied from 43.2 years \[[@pone.0158612.ref032]\] to 75.3 years \[[@pone.0158612.ref033]\]. Most studies included both male and female patients, except for one study \[[@pone.0158612.ref032]\] which included patients undergoing gynaecological surgery.

### Type of Interventions {#sec024}

All studies focused on replacing (n = 11) or complementing (n = 15) perioperative usual care by or with some form of care via ICT. One study evaluated both by using two intervention arms \[[@pone.0158612.ref024]\]. We categorised the methods into four categories according to the main aim of the intervention:

1.  An educational or supportive website or device (ESW) to provide information about the surgery and the recovery process, to give positive reinforcement or to provide a tailored rehabilitation program in addition to the usual perioperative care: 12 studies \[[@pone.0158612.ref008]; [@pone.0158612.ref025]; [@pone.0158612.ref029]; [@pone.0158612.ref032]--[@pone.0158612.ref040]\].

2.  Telemonitoring (TM) through electronic questionnaires or by an electronic symptom alert system in or outside the hospital: eight studies \[[@pone.0158612.ref024]; [@pone.0158612.ref028]; [@pone.0158612.ref030]; [@pone.0158612.ref031]; [@pone.0158612.ref041]--[@pone.0158612.ref044]\]. In three studies this took place inside the hospital in the form of robotic telerounding and in five studies the telemonitoring took place outside the hospital by electronic symptom questionnaires or vital functioning monitoring. In one study \[[@pone.0158612.ref028]\] this was part of an enhanced discharge planning intervention and one of these studies also provided audio-video sessions.

3.  Telerehabilitation (TR) at home instead of within a rehabilitation center or physiotherapy sessions in a conventional way: six studies \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]; [@pone.0158612.ref027]; [@pone.0158612.ref045]--[@pone.0158612.ref048]\].

4.  Teleconsultations (TC) were used instead of a face to face consult with the surgeon in the decision process whether or not to perform surgery: one study \[[@pone.0158612.ref049]\].

In seven studies the intervention had already started before surgery \[[@pone.0158612.ref008]; [@pone.0158612.ref025]; [@pone.0158612.ref032]; [@pone.0158612.ref036]; [@pone.0158612.ref037]; [@pone.0158612.ref040]; [@pone.0158612.ref049]\], in five studies the intervention started in hospital after surgery \[[@pone.0158612.ref024]; [@pone.0158612.ref031]; [@pone.0158612.ref041]; [@pone.0158612.ref042]; [@pone.0158612.ref044]\], but in most cases the intervention started at or shortly after discharge \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]--[@pone.0158612.ref030]; [@pone.0158612.ref033]--[@pone.0158612.ref035]; [@pone.0158612.ref038]; [@pone.0158612.ref039]; [@pone.0158612.ref043]; [@pone.0158612.ref045]--[@pone.0158612.ref048]\]. As a consequence, most interventions were focused on the period after surgery.

### Type of Outcome Measures {#sec025}

The outcome measures were classified into three categories:

1.  The first category consisted of outcomes regarding the physical component of the postoperative course such as physical functioning, pain and complications. This type of outcome measure was reported in 20 studies \[[@pone.0158612.ref008]; [@pone.0158612.ref025]--[@pone.0158612.ref039]; [@pone.0158612.ref041]; [@pone.0158612.ref042]; [@pone.0158612.ref045]; [@pone.0158612.ref046]\].

2.  In the second category outcome measures focusing on the mental component of the postoperative course were defined, such as mental health or anxiety, reported in 14 studies \[[@pone.0158612.ref008]; [@pone.0158612.ref025]--[@pone.0158612.ref029]; [@pone.0158612.ref032]--[@pone.0158612.ref035]; [@pone.0158612.ref038]; [@pone.0158612.ref040]; [@pone.0158612.ref043]; [@pone.0158612.ref047]\].

3.  In the last category general outcome measures regarding the postoperative course were observed (19 studies), such as costs, return to work, satisfaction or length of hospital stay \[[@pone.0158612.ref008]; [@pone.0158612.ref024]--[@pone.0158612.ref028]; [@pone.0158612.ref030]--[@pone.0158612.ref033]; [@pone.0158612.ref035]; [@pone.0158612.ref040]; [@pone.0158612.ref041]; [@pone.0158612.ref043]; [@pone.0158612.ref044]; [@pone.0158612.ref046]--[@pone.0158612.ref049]\].

Seven studies included also reported on outcome measures specific to the type of surgery or intervention, for example cardiovascular risk factor modification adherence, or outcomes measuring the function or condition of the shoulder or knee \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]; [@pone.0158612.ref027]; [@pone.0158612.ref030]; [@pone.0158612.ref034]; [@pone.0158612.ref045]--[@pone.0158612.ref047]\]. One study reported on patient knowledge about surgery and recovery \[[@pone.0158612.ref040]\]. The results of these outcome measures were not considered in this review.

Risk of Bias in Included Studies {#sec026}
--------------------------------

11 studies were judged as having a low risk of bias, 13 studies as medium risk of bias, and three studies as high risk of bias. Five items were scored by a notably low number of studies: if there was made an assumption to blind the patients (n = 2) or the caregivers (n = 5), whether adverse events were being reported (n = 8), if the study had sufficient power to detect a clinically important effect (n = 9) and if compliance with the intervention was reliable (n = 10) ([S1 Table](#pone.0158612.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Outcomes {#sec027}
--------

17 studies (63.0%) reported a significant effect in favour of the intervention group regarding at least one of the reported outcome measures ([Table 1](#pone.0158612.t001){ref-type="table"}). Eight studies (29.6%) reported no significant differences between the groups. Two studies (7.4%) found an effect in favour of the control group, but one of these studies also found a positive effect with regards to the intervention group relating to one outcome measure.

In total, 12 studies evaluated an ESW intervention. In eight studies (66.7%) a significant difference in favour of the intervention group was observed. In the eight studies in which a TM intervention was evaluated, a significantly positive effect was found in four studies (50.0%). Moreover four out of six studies (66.7%) reported a positive effect of a TR intervention. The only study which evaluated a TC intervention found a significant difference with regards to the intervention group.

11 out of the 15 studies that evaluated an intervention in addition to usual care found a significant difference between groups in favour of the intervention group (73.3%). Of the 11 studies that evaluated an intervention which substituted the usual care, six found a positive effect (54.5%).

[Table 2](#pone.0158612.t002){ref-type="table"} shows the overall results of the positive or negative effects for the different types of reported outcome measures.

10.1371/journal.pone.0158612.t002

###### Results regarding the different types of outcome measures.
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                             Number of studies reporting this outcome measure   Significant effect in favour of the intervention group   Significant effect in favour of the control group   No significant difference
  -------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------
  **Physical**                                                                                                                                                                               
  Physical functioning       **10**                                             **6**                                                    **0**                                               **4**
  Physical activities        **2**                                              **0**                                                    **1**                                               **1**
  Pain                       **9**                                              **3**                                                    **1**                                               **5**
  Symptoms                   **5**                                              **1**                                                    **0**                                               **4**
  Complications              **3**                                              **1**                                                    **0**                                               **2**
  **Mental**                                                                                                                                                                                 
  Psychosocial functioning   **9**                                              **4**                                                    **0**                                               **5**
  Anxiety                    **3**                                              **1**                                                    **0**                                               **2**
  Depression                 **1**                                              **0**                                                    **0**                                               **1**
  Emotions                   **1**                                              **0**                                                    **0**                                               **1**
  Self-efficacy              **1**                                              **1**                                                    **0**                                               **0**
  Autonomy                   **1**                                              **0**                                                    **0**                                               **1**
  **General**                                                                                                                                                                                
  General quality of life    3                                                  1                                                        0                                                   2
  Satisfaction               6                                                  4                                                        0                                                   2
  Return to work             1                                                  1                                                        0                                                   0
  Length of recovery         1                                                  0                                                        0                                                   1
  Health care use            6                                                  2                                                        0                                                   4
  Length of hospital stay    4                                                  1                                                        0                                                   3
  Costs                      6                                                  2                                                        0                                                   4

1. Outcomes Regarding the Physical Component of the Postoperative Course. {#sec028}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 1.1 Physical Functioning {#sec029}

In [Table 3](#pone.0158612.t003){ref-type="table"}, the study results of the 10 studies reporting physical functioning scores are presented. Regarding physical functioning, six studies showed significant changes between groups in favour of the intervention group \[[@pone.0158612.ref027]; [@pone.0158612.ref029]; [@pone.0158612.ref032]--[@pone.0158612.ref034]; [@pone.0158612.ref046]\]. Four of these studies used the SF-36 as a measuring instrument \[[@pone.0158612.ref027]; [@pone.0158612.ref032]--[@pone.0158612.ref034]\] Two studies used questionnaires. As well as this one study used a self-developed quality of life questionnaire with five physical functioning subscales \[[@pone.0158612.ref029]\]. Of these five subscales, the physical self-efficacy subscale showed a significant difference 6 weeks and 3 months after surgery, whereas the general physical complaints and perceived abilities in swallowing and food intake only showed a significant difference 6 weeks after surgery. One study reported a significant difference in the absolute mean change of the Patient-Specific Functional Scale \[[@pone.0158612.ref046]\]. Pertaining to these six studies, four were rated as being of medium risk of bias and two of low risk. All of these studies (mainly) focused on the period after discharge, with four studies evaluating an ESW intervention. Moreover, only one study started prior to surgery \[[@pone.0158612.ref032]\], the other five studies started at the moment of discharge or one week afterwards.

10.1371/journal.pone.0158612.t003

###### Studies reporting physical functioning scores.
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  ID                                                    Measuring instrument                                                  Measuring moments                                    Effect[^1^](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Details of the effect                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Note
  ----------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *Education or supportive website or device (ESW)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  **Barnason et al, 2003 \[[@pone.0158612.ref034]\]**   4 physical functioning subscales of the SF36                          Prior to discharge---6 wks---3 months                \+                                             2 subscales showed significant higher adjusted mean scores in the intervention group (physical functioning and general health functioning)                                                                                                                                                                               Subsample of an unpublished study of Barnason.
  **Barnason et al, 2006 \[[@pone.0158612.ref033]\]**   4 physical functioning subscales of the SF36                          Prior to discharge---6 wks---3 months                \+                                             1 subscale showed significant higher adjusted mean scores in the intervention group (general health functioning)                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  **Brink et al, 2007 \[[@pone.0158612.ref029]\]**      5 physical functioning subscales of a quality of life questionnaire   Prior to discharge---6 wks---3 months                \+                                             2 subscales showed significant improved scores 6 weeks after surgery in the intervention group (perceived abilities in swallowing and food intake and general physical complaints) 1 subscale showed significant improved scores 6 weeks and 3 months after surgery in the intervention group (physical self-efficacy)   
  **Vonk et al, 2014 \[[@pone.0158612.ref032]\]**       4 physical functioning subscales of the SF36                          Prior to surgery---2 wks---6 wks---12 wks---26 wks   \+                                             Significantly more improvement in the physical health part of the SF-36 in the intervention group                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  **Barnason et al, 2009 \[[@pone.0158612.ref035]\]**   3 physical functioning subscales of the SF36                          Prior to dis-charge---3 wks---6 wks---3 months       x                                              No significant differences for any of the three subscales                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Sub analyses of patients with high disease burden (n = 55) \[[@pone.0158612.ref050]\] and of female patients (n = 40) \[[@pone.0158612.ref051]\] did not show significant differences. No differences in physical functioning scores were found between men and women \[[@pone.0158612.ref052]\].
  **Miller et al, 2007 \[[@pone.0158612.ref038]\]**     3 physical functioning subscales of the SF36                          Prior to discharge---6 wks---3 months                x                                              No significant differences for any of the three subscales                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                The intervention group had a greater improvement on all of the 3 subscales between baseline and 3 months than the control group.
  *Telemonitoring (TM)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  **Halimi et al, 2008 \[[@pone.0158612.ref028]\]**     4 physical functioning subscales of the SF36                          1 month after inclusion                              x                                              No significant difference between groups for the mean score of the physical health part of the SF-36                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  *Telerehabilitation (TR)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  **Erikson et al, 2009 \[[@pone.0158612.ref027]\]**    4 physical functioning subscales of the SF36                          Week before surgery---8 wks                          \+                                             The intervention group improved significantly more between baseline and follow-up on 1 subscale (decrease in pain)                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  **Russel et al, 2011 \[[@pone.0158612.ref046]\]**     Patient-Specific functional Scale                                     One week after discharge-- 6 wks                     \+                                             Significantly more improvement in the intervention group for the total score of the patient-specific functional scale                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  **Kortke et al, 2006 \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]\]**     4 physical functioning subscales of the SF36                          Prior to surgery---6 months---12 months              x                                              No between group comparison available.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   The intervention group significantly improved regarding all 4 subscales 6 months after surgery, the control group only regarding to 2 subscales

1: between group comparison

\+ = significant effect regarding one or more subscales in favour of the intervention group

\- = significant effect regarding one or more subscales in favour of the control group

x = no significant differences between groups

A particular study (n = 170) with a medium risk of bias reported no difference in effect between groups for physical functioning, however they reported an increase of scores in both groups compared to baseline values, which was only significant regarding all subscales in the intervention group (TR) \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]\]. The remaining three studies showed no difference in effect between groups for any of the subscales \[[@pone.0158612.ref028]; [@pone.0158612.ref035]; [@pone.0158612.ref038]\]. One of these was the large, medium risk of bias study of Barnason 2009 \[[@pone.0158612.ref035]\], in contrast to the two earlier studies of Barnason \[[@pone.0158612.ref033]; [@pone.0158612.ref034]\] in which a positive effect of the intervention was reported. This study from 2009 was very similar to the previous two studies from these researchers, however it consisted of a bigger sample and a longer follow-up duration.

### 1.2 Physical Activities {#sec030}

Two ESW studies measured physical activities using an activity diary and RT3 accelerometer. One large study (n = 232, medium risk of bias) reported a significant change in estimated energy expenditure measured by the RT3 accelerometer; the control group showed higher scores three weeks after surgery when compared to the intervention group \[[@pone.0158612.ref035]\]. One medium risk of bias study (n = 49) reported no difference in effect for this outcome measure between groups \[[@pone.0158612.ref038]\].

### 1.3 Pain-related Outcome Measures {#sec031}

Nine studies measured pain scores ([Table 4](#pone.0158612.t004){ref-type="table"}), of which three reported a positive effect in the postoperative pain score for the intervention group. These studies all vary based on the type of surgery, type of intervention and duration and timing of the interventions. Five studies presented no significant differences in pain scores between groups \[[@pone.0158612.ref025]; [@pone.0158612.ref037]; [@pone.0158612.ref042]; [@pone.0158612.ref045]; [@pone.0158612.ref046]\]. Two of these were non-inferiority studies \[[@pone.0158612.ref045]; [@pone.0158612.ref046]\]. One study (n = 40, high risk of bias) reported significantly higher pain levels in the intervention group \[[@pone.0158612.ref041]\]. In this study the assessment of postoperative pain was evaluated. The intervention group (TM) responded by mobile phones and the control group by paper-based questionnaires.

10.1371/journal.pone.0158612.t004

###### Studies reporting pain scores.
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  ID                                                  Type of outcome measure   Measuring instrument   Measuring moments                          Effect [^1^](#t004fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Details of the effect   
  --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------
  *Education or supportive website or device (ESW)*                                                                                                                                                                       
  **Goldsmith et**                                    Postoperative             5-point Verbal         \- Discharge                               \+                                              \- NR                   \- NR
  **al, 1999 \[[@pone.0158612.ref036]\]**             pain score                Rating Scale           \- The night after surgery                                                                 \- NR                   \- NR
                                                                                                       \- Day after surgery                                                                       \- NR                   \- NR
  **Vonk**                                            Pain intensity            VAS                    \- Before surgery                          \+                                              \- NR                   \- NR
  **et al, 2014 \[[@pone.0158612.ref032]\]**                                                           \- 2 weeks after surgery                                                                   \- NR                   \- NR
                                                                                                       \- 6 weeks after surgery                                                                   \- NR                   \- NR
                                                                                                       \- 12 weeks after surgery                                                                  \- NR                   \- NR
                                                                                                       \- 26 weeks after surgery                                                                  \- 1.92 (0.41)          \- 3.52 (0.58)
  **Martorella et**                                   Pain intensity            Numerical              \- Day 1---Day 2---Day 3---Day 7 after     x                                               NR                      NR
  **al, 2012 \[[@pone.0158612.ref037]\]**                                       rating scale           surgery                                                                                                            
                                                                                (0--10)                                                                                                                                   
  **Neary**                                           Postoperative             VAS (0--10)            \- 24h following surgery                   x                                               \- 3.45 (2.7)           \- 3.38 (2.7)
  **et al, 2010 \[[@pone.0158612.ref025]\]**          pain score                                                                                                                                                          
  *Telemonitoring (TM)*                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  **Pombo et al,**                                    Pain intensity            Numerical              \- 24h after surgery                       x                                               \- 2.1 (1.06)           \- 2.3 (1.06)
  **2013 \[[@pone.0158612.ref042]\]**                                           rating scale           \- 5 day after surgery                                                                     \- 1.86 (1.86)          \- 2 (0)
                                                                                (0--10)                                                                                                                                   
  **Stomberg et al,**                                 Pain score                Numerical              Every four hours from the day of surgery   \-                                              NR                      NR
  **2012 \[[@pone.0158612.ref041]\]**                                           rating scale           until 6 days after surgery                                                                                         
                                                                                (0--100)                                                                                                                                  
  *Telerehabilitation (TR)*                                                                                                                                                                                               
  **Erikson**                                         Median                    VAS (0--10)            \- Between the week before surgery and 8   \+                                              \- 7 (3--10)            \- 2 (-1-5)
  **et al, 2009 \[[@pone.0158612.ref027]\]**          improvement in                                   weeks after discharge                                                                                              
                                                      pain                                                                                                                                                                
  **Piquares et al,**                                 Mean change in            VAS                    \- Between baseline and completing         x                                               \- 0.69 (1.44)          \- 0.61 (1.87)
  **2013 \[[@pone.0158612.ref045]\]**                 pain score                                       rehabilitation                                                                                                     
                                                                                                       \- Between baseline and 3 months after                                                     \- 1.79 (2.45)          \- 2.3 (2.03)
                                                                                                       surgery                                                                                                            
  **Russel**                                          Mean change in            VAS                    \- Between baseline and 6 weeks after      x                                               \- 3.07 (1.55)          \- 3.29 (1.31)
  **et al, 2011 \[[@pone.0158612.ref046]\]**          pain score                                       surgery                                                                                                            

1: between group comparison

\+ = significant effect in favour of the intervention group

\- = significant effect regarding in favour of the control group

x = no significant differences between groups

Two low risk of bias, ESW studies measured analgesic consumption or requirements \[[@pone.0158612.ref025]; [@pone.0158612.ref037]\]. One such study (n = 64) reported no change in effect between the intervention and the usual care group \[[@pone.0158612.ref025]\]. The second study (n = 60) observed significantly more use of opioid medication in the intervention group than in the control group \[[@pone.0158612.ref037]\]. However, regarding pain interference with daily activities, a positive effect of the intervention was found for pain interference with breathing/coughing 3 days after surgery. A similar positive influence was found for the intervention group in pain interference on appetite on day 7 after surgery compared to the control group.

### 1.4 Postoperative Symptoms or Problems {#sec032}

Five studies reported problems or symptoms in the postoperative course, which were not rated as complications \[[@pone.0158612.ref008]; [@pone.0158612.ref030]; [@pone.0158612.ref033]; [@pone.0158612.ref039]; [@pone.0158612.ref051]\]. In a particular study (sub analyses on female patients, n = 45, low risk of bias) a positive effect was observed for one out of ten symptoms; patients who received daily sessions with a telehealth device (ESW intervention) reported significantly lower fatigue scores than patients who received usual care six weeks after CABG surgery \[[@pone.0158612.ref051]\]. The other studies (three ESW interventions and one TM intervention) reported no significant differences in symptom scores between groups.

### 1.5 Complications {#sec033}

Three studies reported complications during follow up. No studies found a higher instance of complications in the intervention group. One study (n = 170, medium risk of bias) reported more difficulties in the control group than in the intervention group (TR) during follow up \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]\]. Two other studies \[[@pone.0158612.ref028]; [@pone.0158612.ref031]\] reported no differences between groups. One of these studies was a non-inferiority study in which complications were the primary outcome measure \[[@pone.0158612.ref028]\].

2. Outcomes Related to the Psychosocial or Mental Component of the Recovery Process. {#sec034}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.1 Psychosocial Functioning {#sec035}

There were nine studies that described the psychosocial functioning subscales of quality-of-life questionnaires ([Table 5](#pone.0158612.t005){ref-type="table"}). Of these, four found significant differences between groups that favoured the intervention group with regards to one or more subscales \[[@pone.0158612.ref027]; [@pone.0158612.ref029]; [@pone.0158612.ref032]; [@pone.0158612.ref034]\]. Two of these were small studies (n = 35 and n = 22) with a medium risk of bias and reported a positive effect of the intervention on the vitality subscales of the SF-36 \[[@pone.0158612.ref027]; [@pone.0158612.ref034]\]. In one such study there was a positive effect of the intervention on the Mental Health subscale \[[@pone.0158612.ref034]\]. The third study which reported an effect was a study with 184 participants undergoing head and neck cancer surgery and with a medium risk of bias. In this study a positive effect was reported on 2 out of 17 mental health subscales (anxiety and fear related to head and neck problems) 6 weeks after discharge \[[@pone.0158612.ref029]\]. The fourth study which reported an effect in psychosocial functioning was a low risk of bias study with 215 participants \[[@pone.0158612.ref032]\]. A positive effect of the intervention (ESW) was reported for the mental component of the SF-36.

10.1371/journal.pone.0158612.t005

###### Studies reporting psychosocial functioning scores.
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  ID                                                    Measuring instrument                                                                      Measuring moments                                     Effect [^1^](#t005fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Details of the effect                                                                                                                                                   Note
  ----------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *Education or supportive website or device (ESW)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  **Barnason et al, 2003 \[[@pone.0158612.ref034]\]**   4 psychosocial functioning subscales of the SF36                                          Across time                                           \+                                              2 subscales showed significant higher adjusted mean scores in the intervention group (mental health and vitality)                                                       No significant differences for the other two subscales
  **Brink et al, 2007 \[[@pone.0158612.ref029]\]**      17 psychosocial functioning subscales of a self-developed quality of life questionnaire   Prior to discharge---6 wks---3 months                 \+                                              2 subscales showed significant improved scores 6 weeks after surgery in the intervention group (state of anxiety and fear related to specific head and neck problems)   3 months after surgery there were no significant differences between groups
  **Vonk et al, 2014 \[[@pone.0158612.ref032]\]**       4 psychosocial functioning subscales of the SF36                                          Prior to surgery---2 wks---6 wks---12 wks---26 week   \+                                              Significantly more improvement in the mental health part of the SF-36 in the intervention group                                                                          
  **Barnason et al, 2006 \[[@pone.0158612.ref033]\]**   4 psychosocial functioning subscales of the SF36                                          Across time                                           x                                               No significant differences for any of the four subscales                                                                                                                
  **Barnason et al, 2009 \[[@pone.0158612.ref035]\]**   3 psychosocial functioning subscales of the SF36                                          Across time                                           x                                               No significant differences for any of the three subscales                                                                                                               Sub analyses of patients with high disease burden (n = 55) \[[@pone.0158612.ref050]\], did not show significant differences
  **Miller et al, 2007 \[[@pone.0158612.ref038]\]**     3 psychosocial functioning subscales of the SF36                                          Prior to discharge---6 wks---3 months                 x                                               No significant difference between groups for any of the three subscales                                                                                                  
  *Telemonitoring (TM)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  **Halimi et al, 2008 \[[@pone.0158612.ref028]\]**     4 psychosocial functioning subscales of the SF36                                          1 month                                               x                                               No significant difference between groups in the mental health part of the SF-36                                                                                          
  *Telerehabilitation (TR)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  **Erikson et al, 2009 \[[@pone.0158612.ref027]\]**    4 psychosocial functioning subscales of the SF36                                          Week before surgery---8 wks                           \+                                              The intervention group improved significantly more than the control group on one subscale (vitality)                                                                    
  **Kortke et al, 2006 \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]\]**     4 psychosocial functioning subscales of the SF36                                          6 months                                              x                                               No between group comparison reported.                                                                                                                                   The intervention group significantly improved with regard to all 4 subscales 6 months after surgery, the control group with regard to none of the subscales

1: between group comparison

\+ = significant effect in favour of the intervention group

\- = significant effect regarding in favour of the control group

x = no significant differences between groups

### 2.2 Anxiety, Depression and Emotions {#sec036}

In total, four studies measured mental health recovery with instruments other than the quality-of-life questionnaires. There were also two studies with a low risk of bias that measured anxiety with the S-STAI or the HADS respectively \[[@pone.0158612.ref025]; [@pone.0158612.ref043]\]. No differences in anxiety scores at follow up were measured. One study measured anxiety about recovery after an ESW intervention with a self-developed questionnaire \[[@pone.0158612.ref040]\]. Participants from the intervention group were significantly less anxious about their recovery. Depression was measured with the CASD-10, which also did not show any significant differences between groups \[[@pone.0158612.ref043]\]. Postoperative emotion scores were measured in a low risk of bias study with 147 participants undergoing orthopaedic surgery \[[@pone.0158612.ref053]\]. No effect on emotions was measured between the ESW intervention and the control group.

### 2.3 Self-efficacy and Autonomy {#sec037}

We found one study (n = 48, medium risk of bias) which measured functional autonomy in patients undergoing total knee arthroplasty using the SMAF \[[@pone.0158612.ref047]; [@pone.0158612.ref047]; [@pone.0158612.ref048]\], and reported no difference in effect between the two groups after two months. Self-efficacy was measured in a small study (n = 35, medium risk of bias) by the Barnason Efficacy Expectation scale 6 weeks and 3 months after CABG surgery \[[@pone.0158612.ref034]\]. The intervention group (ESW) reported significantly higher adjusted mean scores across time compared to the usual care groups.

3. General Outcome Measures in Relation to the Recovery Process. {#sec038}
----------------------------------------------------------------

### 3.1 General Quality of Life {#sec039}

In total 11 studies used quality of life measurements. Nine of them were represented earlier in this review because they reported separate physical or psychosocial outcomes. However, two relatively small studies measured quality of life total scores for patients undergoing total knee arthroplasty, and found no difference in effect \[[@pone.0158612.ref046]; [@pone.0158612.ref047]\]. Furthermore, one study (n = 215, low risk of bias) also measured the total scores of the SF-36, next to the separate physical and mental component scores, and reported a positive effect of the intervention (ESW) \[[@pone.0158612.ref032]\].

### 3.2 Satisfaction {#sec040}

Four out of six studies that compared overall satisfaction with the treatment between groups found a significant difference in effect in favour of the intervention group \[[@pone.0158612.ref024]; [@pone.0158612.ref030]; [@pone.0158612.ref040]; [@pone.0158612.ref049]\]. Five studies \[[@pone.0158612.ref025]; [@pone.0158612.ref030]; [@pone.0158612.ref040]; [@pone.0158612.ref041]; [@pone.0158612.ref046]\] evaluated patient satisfaction, with a particular focus on the intervention, without measuring the control group. They all reported that patients were very satisfied.

### 3.3 Length of Recovery {#sec041}

In only one study (n = 215, low risk of bias) the return to work rate was compared between both groups \[[@pone.0158612.ref032]\]. In this study a significant difference in return to work of nine days was reported due to the intervention (ESW). They also measured the effect of the intervention by a validated recovery outcome follow-up (RI-10). No difference between both groups was measured.

### 3.4 Health Care Usage {#sec042}

In all, six studies measured health care usage in the postoperative period, but there were some important differences in the source of health care use the studies evaluated. Four studies measured the number of visits to the physician. However, two medium risk of bias studies (n = 50 and n = 232) reported no significant differences between groups \[[@pone.0158612.ref033]; [@pone.0158612.ref035]\]. Two studies reported significantly more visits in the control group \[[@pone.0158612.ref043]; [@pone.0158612.ref049]\]. In one study (n = 62, high risk of bias) this was not a surprising finding since the intervention in this study consisted of a teleconsult instead of a regular hospital visit (TC intervention) \[[@pone.0158612.ref049]\]. One study measured the number of physiotherapy sessions during a TR intervention \[[@pone.0158612.ref027]\]. The telemedicine group received a greater number of treatments compared to the control group, but it was not described whether or not this difference was significantly or clinically relevant. The three studies which reported the number of emergency department visits found no significant differences between groups \[[@pone.0158612.ref033]; [@pone.0158612.ref035]; [@pone.0158612.ref043]\], nor did the four studies which reported the number of re-admissions in the hospital \[[@pone.0158612.ref033]; [@pone.0158612.ref035]; [@pone.0158612.ref043]; [@pone.0158612.ref044]\].

### 3.5 Length of Hospital Stay {#sec043}

There were four studies which measured hospital length of stay \[[@pone.0158612.ref027]; [@pone.0158612.ref028]; [@pone.0158612.ref031]; [@pone.0158612.ref044]\]. Only one of these studies (n = 379, medium risk of bias) reported a positive effect using a home monitoring program (TM intervention) after a pacemaker implantation on hospital length of stay (3.2 days SD 3.2 vs 4.8 days SD 3.7) \[[@pone.0158612.ref028]\].

### 3.6 Costs {#sec044}

Five out of six studies reported on costs related to direct and indirect health care costs \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]; [@pone.0158612.ref028]; [@pone.0158612.ref048]; [@pone.0158612.ref054]; [@pone.0158612.ref055]\]. The majority (n = 4) included the extra costs for the intervention \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]; [@pone.0158612.ref048]; [@pone.0158612.ref054]; [@pone.0158612.ref055]\]. Only one trial reported the cost-effectiveness of the intervention calculating the ICER related to the effect on physical activity \[[@pone.0158612.ref055]\]. There was also a trial which only reported the estimated cost savings based on the length of stay in hospital \[[@pone.0158612.ref044]\]. Only two studies reported a positive effect in costs \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]; [@pone.0158612.ref048]\]. For one such study the effect depended on the travel distance for the patient between their residence and the hospital. For the other three studies no difference in costs were measured between the two groups \[[@pone.0158612.ref048]\]. All were large studies (at least 147 participants) but with a high \[[@pone.0158612.ref044]\] or medium risk of bias \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]; [@pone.0158612.ref028]; [@pone.0158612.ref048]; [@pone.0158612.ref054]; [@pone.0158612.ref055]\].

Discussion {#sec045}
==========

Main Findings {#sec046}
-------------

In this systematic review we evaluated the effect of complementing or substituting care by perioperative e-health interventions on the postoperative course based on the results of 27 included studies. There was a large diversity in studies regarding to type of patients, interventions and outcome measures. 25 studies (92.6%) reported at least an equal (n = 8) or positive effect (n = 17) of the e-health intervention compared to usual care. In two studies (7.4%) also a positive effect was observed for all outcomes in favour of the control group. Most studies evaluated an ESW intervention. There were no considerable differences in the effectiveness between the different types of e-health interventions. No association was found between the aim of the intervention (addition of care or substitution of care) and its effectiveness. The majority of the studies (n = 9) included patients undergoing cardiac surgery. Of these, seven studies (77.7%) found a positive effect with regards to the intervention group concerning one or more of the noted outcome measures. Seven studies included patients undergoing orthopedic surgery. Three of these studies (42.9%) reported a positive effect. However, these populations are very troublesome to compare as there was a wide diversity in the type of e-health interventions which were evaluated in both groups.

We categorised the outcome measures which were reported in the different studies into physical, mental and general outcome measures. Overall the results in these outcomes measures were comparable which suggests that there were no specific differences in the effect of e-health interventions on the different types of postoperative outcome measures.

As well as categorising outcome measures into physical, mental and general, another categorisation could have been made: outcome measures focusing on the additional value of e-health interventions on patients' wellbeing (such as physical or mental functioning, pain, satisfaction) and outcome measures focusing on the efficiency of e-health interventions (such as health care use and costs). The second category type of outcome measures was notably less used in the selected studies (n = 11). Of these, six studies reported on costs. These studies were all relatively large, but were all considered to have a medium risk of bias. Two studies observed a positive effect in costs \[[@pone.0158612.ref026]; [@pone.0158612.ref048]\].

Strengths and Limitations {#sec047}
-------------------------

This is the first systematic review published on the usage of e-health in the perioperative care. Another strength of this review is methodological quality, ensured by following the Prisma guidelines \[[@pone.0158612.ref018]\] for systematic reviews. We conducted a very broad literature search and carefully evaluated the different type of search terms which could possibly be used. Due to the wide range of inclusion criteria, we were able to report a broad overview of the potential health benefits of the application of e-health interventions for various types of perioperative care.

A potential limitation may be the exclusion of four non-English publications that could have been relevant within the scope of our review. Another potential limitation could be not using all search terms within our search strategy because of the enormous amount of literature by using the extra term 'surgery'. This yielded another 4405 extra titles. After screening the first 500 hits, bringing only two extra relevant hits not retrieved in our initial search, we decided to use the cross-references and related citations of the included studies instead. However, we cannot exclude that we missed studies because of this procedure. Most of the comprised studies were judged as being of a medium risk of bias. In this assessment, five items were scored by a notably low number of studies: if an assumption was made to blind the patients or the caregivers, whether adverse events were being reported, if compliance with the intervention was reliable and if the study had sufficient power to detect a clinically important effect. We considered all five items to be important risk factors for introducing bias Although, we understand that blinding of the patients and caregivers is difficult in this type of studies, measuring the compliance and adverse events should be an integral part for this type of research. In addition, the fact that only nine studies performed a power calculation and included enough patients, requires to interpret the results of this review with caution.

Another limitation is that it was not possible to conduct a meta-analysis due to heterogeneity in terms of type of surgery, type of intervention and the follow-up period. Finally, we did not report the disease or surgery-specific health outcomes as the aim of our review was to give a broad overview of the implication of e-health interventions in general perioperative care. It could however be that this may have under--or overestimated the effect of the e-health interventions on recovery.

Comparison with Other Studies {#sec048}
-----------------------------

Our results are in line with the results of various systematic reviews focusing on the effects of complementing or substituting care by e-health in general medical care. Flodgren et al, 2015 published a Cochrane systematic review about the effectiveness of e-health on professional practice and health care outcomes \[[@pone.0158612.ref056]\]. They concluded that the use of e-health leads to, minimally, similar health outcomes as usual care and may probably improve health care. Ekeland et al, 2010 evaluated the effect of telemedicine interventions in general medical care in a systematic review \[[@pone.0158612.ref057]\]. They included 80 systematic reviews, of which 21 studies concluded that e-health was effective and in 18 studies the evidence was limited and inconsistent. These results are in line with our review in which 17 out of 27 studies (63%) reported a positive effect for one or more outcome measures. In our review, only limited study data were included which related to the cost-effectiveness of e-health. In line, de la Torre-Dıez et al. 2015, published a review about the cost-utility and cost-effectiveness for telemedicine in general medical care and concluded there is a lack of good quality, cost-effective studies. \[[@pone.0158612.ref058]\] Eland de Kok et al. 2011, systematically reviewed the effects of e-health on care for chronically ill patients \[[@pone.0158612.ref059]\]. They concluded that the usage of e-health leads to moderately positive effects on primary health outcomes, but again concluded a lack of cost-effectiveness studies. \[[@pone.0158612.ref056]\]

Conclusion and Clinical Relevance {#sec049}
---------------------------------

Based on this systematic review we conclude that e-health interventions with the aim to complement or substitute perioperative care by educational websites, telemonitoring interventions, telerehabilitation programs and teleconsultations probably improves clinical patient outcomes compared with conservative face to face perioperative care for patients who have undergone various forms of surgery. There is, however, a lack of good quality (cost)-effective studies included in this review, with only a limited proportion of studies reporting they have performed a power calculation or have measured the compliance, or report about the occurrence of adverse events. For the future, we strongly recommend high quality cost-effective studies to provide more evidence for practitioners and policymakers whether or not they should implement e-health interventions in perioperative care.
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